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Helping countries to understand and combat the trafficking of performance-enhancing drugs through the provision of relevant and up-to-date criminal analysis
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DACCS

Recording alleged cases of corruption in sport reported by the media in 2016 and monitoring the responses given by the institutions involved and by the criminal justice systems
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What is DACCS?

DATABASE on Alleged Cases of Corruption in Sport

Corruption as the abuse of entrusted power for private gain >>

- ID Case
- Case Description
- Disciplinary Follow Up
- Judicial Follow Up
OSINT Methodological problems

Exploring different OSINT methods

>>> Set the best OSINT methods

Project Timeline

WINTER 2017 – Concept Idea

SPRING 2017 – Pilot Project (Phase 1)

AUTUMN 2017 – Pilot Project (Phase 2)

AUTUMN 2018 - 2016/2017 DB
Preliminary results
67 cases over 114 countries

1/3 of cases involved 2 or more countries

Around 140 people involved

Case related to contracts, match-fixing, event bids are the most common
Corruption and fraud are clustered

They are opportunity-driven and there are discernible patterns to be detected:

- Around certain sports (football, tennis, athletics)
- Around main sport events
- Around sport bodies with excessive power concentration (lack of term limits / lack of financial auditing) >> poor governance
A typology of corruption and fraud in sport

EXAMPLES

Directly impacting on sport results

- Doping & Mechanical Doping
- Match-fixing & Spot-Fixing (Gambling related and not) / Tanking

Impacting on adjudication, preparation and management of sport events

- Vote-buying / Collusion / Corruption in the awarding of the public contract for sport facilities
- Overbilling works and services / Ticketing / Embezzlement

Impacting on appointments and management of sport bodies

- Falsification of Financial Reports

EXAMPLES
Corruption and Fraud in Sport >> A Research Agenda

1. What? Typologies
2. Where and How Much?
3. Who? Authors/Victims
4. What works what
Thank you
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Preliminary results
67 cases over 114 countries

1/3 of cases involved 2 or more countries

Around 140 people involved

Case related to contracts, match-fixing, event bids are the most common
Corruption and fraud are clustered

They are opportunity-driven and there are discernible patterns to be detected:

• Around certain sports (football, tennis, athletics)
• Around main sport events
• Around sport bodies with excessive power concentration (lack of term limits / lack of financial auditing) >> poor governance
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Examples

Directly impacting on sport results

Vote-buying / Collusion / Corruption in the awarding of the public contract for sport facilities / Overbilling works and services / Ticketing / Embezzlement / Falsification of Financial Reports
Corruption and Fraud in Sport > A Research Agenda

1. What? Typologies
2. Where and How Much?
3. Who? Authors/Victims
4. What works, what does not
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